
Key vocabulary

astronomer - someone who studies or is an 

expert in astronomy (space science) 

axis - an imaginary line that a body rotates 

around. E.g. Earth’s axis runs from the North 

Pole to South Pole

geocentric model - a belief people used to 

have that other planets and the Sun orbited the 

Earth

heliocentric model – the structure of the solar 

system where the planets orbit the Sun. 

moon – a celestial body that orbits a planet

orbit - to move in a regular, repeating curved 

path around another object

planet - a large object, round or nearly round, 

that orbits a star

rotate - to spin, e.g. earth rotates on its own 

axis

satellite - any object or body in space that 

orbits something else, e.g. the moon is a 

satellite of earth

spherical bodies - astronomical objects 

shapes like spheres

star - a giant ball of gas held together by its 

own gravity

sun - a huge star that earth and the other 

planets in our solar system orbit around 

What I should already know:

An understanding of the terms:  earth, sun, star, 

planet, sphere

That light from the sun can be dangerous and 

that there are ways to protect their eyes.

That shadows are formed when the light from a 

light source is blocked by a solid object.

How to find patterns in the way that the size of 

shadows form.

What I need to know:
How to describe the movement of the Earth, and 

other planets, relative to the Sun in the solar 

system.

How to describe the movement of the Moon relative 

to the Earth.

How to describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as 

approximately spherical bodies.

How to use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to 

explain day and night and the apparent movement 

of the sun across the sky.

Year 5 Knowledge 

Organiser

Science

In a galaxy far, far away

Exciting Books and Useful Links:
Cosmic – Frank Cottrell Boyce

Where once we stood: Stories of the Apollo astronauts

who walked on the moon - Christopher Riley

Links:

Solar System | NASA Space Place – NASA Science 

for Kids

Earth and space - KS2 Science - BBC Bitesize

Project Questions:
What is in our solar system?

How does the shape of the moon appear to 

change over time?

How do we have day and night on planet earth?

How can we prove the shape of the Earth, Sun 

and Moon?

https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/menu/solar-system/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkbbkqt

